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January
    The first half of the month saw mostly unsettled but mild weather with rain 
or showers for most of the time, and stormy conditions with strong winds in the 
second week. However, the second half was colder and less unsettled, becoming 
frosty at times with occasional snow.

The provisional mean temperature for the month was 0.3 °C above the 1981-2010 average. It was a rather wet 
month, with rainfall totals overall 119% of average. Eastern parts were quite sunny, with 110% of long-term average 
sunshine hours for Wales overall. A satellite image on Sunday 19 January 2015 shows extensive snow cover across 
the Scottish mountains, and snow across upland areas of Wales and parts of Dartmoor and Exmoor.

River Wye Salmon Catches

It was a rather wet month, 
with rainfall totals overall 
119% of average.

Rainfall Compared to 1961 -90 Average
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February
   The first half of the month saw mostly fine, quiet and cold weather, but the second half was milder and more un-
settled with rain or showers.

The provisional mean temperature for the month was 0.5 °C below the 1981-2010 average. It was a rather dry month 
towards the north, and the overall rainfall total was 79% of average. Southern parts were quite sunny, with 106% of 
long-term average sunshine hours for Wales overall.

March
         After a showery start to the month, it became more settled for a time, but the latter part of the month became 
more unsettled, bringing rain or showers and increasingly strong winds.

The provisional mean temperature for the month was 0.3 °C below the 1981-2010 average. It was a rather dry month 
towards the south, and the overall rainfall total was 84% of average. Southern parts were also quite sunny, with 123% 
of long-term average sunshine hours for Wales overall.
The season started 3rd March at the tail end of a small spate. Although a few places on the upper Wye were fishable 
on opening day, the river was generally on the high side and cold with snow lying in the hills. The first fish came on 
the 5th to Jonathan Daniels who took a 21½lbs fish from Ross AC water on 
a 3” Devon minnow. By the end of the first week, about 16 fish had been 
reported with a good proportion of high teens and twenties. The largest, a 
25lbs fish from Garnons, went to Ricky Reno caught at midday on a Gold & 
Black Wooden Devon. There were 4 fish on Hereford & DAA waters plus 3 
at Ingeston, 3  at beats around Luggs Mouth and single fish for Caerwnon, 
Letton Court, Golden Mile and Wyebanks. 

The second week was quieter with most fish caught in the Hereford to 
Ross area. The exception a brace from Bigsweir to Brian James. Later in the 
month there was a 19lbs fish for Alfie Pope from the upper river beat at The 
Nyth, followed with one of 12lbs the next day. The best fish that week was 
19.5lbs to Tom Rigby, his second of the year from Ross AC water caught on a 
sunk line with a spring favourite black & yellow fly. There were also fish for 
Jerry Oddie at Golden Mile, Eddie Jefferson at Luggs Mouth, Paul Greenacre at White House  and Caledon Richardson 

at Lower Ballingham. A fin clipped fish of 7lb was reported caught at Seven 
Sisters by Martin Bowler on Mar 9th, later confirmed by photo to be a kelt.

March closed with a spate giving a brown 5’ rise. However before that 
took effect and with water heights and temperatures encouraging  fish to 
run there were many fish on middle river beats. At Ross AC Richard Wood-
house landed a 20.5lb fish on a wooden Devon. Visiting angler Andrew 
Brush took a fine 20lbs fish in the tail of the bend in beat 4 at Whitney 
Court on a Flying C, his first ever salmon. Largest fish of the month was 
landed by syndicate rod Philip Mackie at Bigsweir, an exceptional 35lb hen 
some 48” long taken in Llandogo Run on a Flying C.  This was followed by 
Tom Rigby with a 28lb fish from Ross AC waters on a #6 Bann Special. Good 
to see a number of fish being caught on the fly so early in the season. Lyn 

Cobley & Keith Cambriel [Ingeston], Andrew Hepworth 
Smith & Oliver Birch [Aramstone] all used their flybox to good effect.

A 17lb springer from ‘the blocks’ on H&DAA 
Waters for Chazz Davies

Jerry Oddie with a super 17lb springer taken 
from the Boat Pool at Golden Mile



Best beat for the month were Bigsweir with 8, Ingeston with 7 and Hereford 
& DAA with 5.  The month ended with 56 fish averaging 15.66lb.

April
         After a showery start, much of the month was dry and sunny, with 
some warm days as high pressure became established. The last week was 
generally cooler and more unsettled with rain or showers.

The provisional mean temperature for the month was 0.8 °C above average, 
with maximum temperatures particularly high relative to average, but minima 
near or slightly below. Rainfall was only 41% of average, and it was especially 

dry towards the south-east. Sunshine was above average everywhere, with 144% of average for Wales overall; only 
April 2007 was sunnier in a series from 1929.

Although starting with a modest spate putting the river out of order until 
the 4th or 5th settled conditions prevailed for the rest of the month. The 
wind moved to the east, giving cold nights with the occasional sharp frost 
and bright sunshine. With very little rain levels fell away, particularly on 
the upper river.   Nonetheless, fish came steadily with the beats below 
Monmouth doing better. Some good fish were caught, the best a 25lb fish 
on a small Waddington at Ingeston to John Kenyon, followed by a 24lber 
to Lt Col Julian Smith at Sheepwash on a Flying C, 22lb fish to regular Mick 
Pritchard again whilst spinning at Ingestion and Danny Price spinning at 
Red Lion [Moccas] plus one for Mick Wilkes of 20lbs [38.5”] at Builth Wells 
[GPIAC] on a Toby. 

There were more 2SW (Sea Winter) fish in this month’s catches but it was 
disappointing that more fish did not come from the upper beats. With such good running conditions one fish from 
Builth Wells, Caerwnon and The Nyth for the month is a very poor return. There were only one fish each for Whitney 
Court, where Cledwyn Davies returned an 8lb cock taken on an Archy Wye and sinking line on beat 3,  Red Lion [Moc-
cas] and Preston {Garnons] despite these areas being heavily fished.

A number of fish reported with fungal infections causing some consider-
able consternation and confusion over EA/NRW regulations concerning their 
treatment and reporting by both anglers and beat owners alike. EA staff 
were unable to confirm the causes of possible infection and Chris Bainger EA 
commented in an email to one concerned angler that EA/NRW DO NOT want 
fish killed if they are suspected of UDN or other skin conditions. The message 
was all fish should be returned alive no matter what the condition,  even if 
dead. The finder should notify the relevant Agency.  They pointed out that 
removing salmon, if spotted dead or dying in the margins, is unlawful and 
could result in enforcement proceedings. Please if you find dead or dying fish 
or if you suspect fish are unwell or distressed in anyway notify the EA on the 

Emergency Hotline Number 0800 80 70 60.

The best beats for the season to end of March were Bigsweir [22], Ingeston [17] and Wyesham [15]. No other beats 
into double figures and most upper beats still to score. Upper Bigsweir produced a couple of fish from Little Run and 
Cadora had a couple, the better a 14lber to Stephen Joseph. Mike Pritchard took his tally for the 
season to 6 from Ingeston, Matthew Stamp had his first Wye fish of 11lb spinning. Wyesham 
produced fish if 10 and 18lb for Tim Risedale and 17lb for Peter Huntingdon. There were also 
fish at Wyesham for Barry Warwick, Joe Cobley, George Adams, Richard Kingston & Mick Sutton  

Lt Col Julian Smith with super 24lb springer 
from Sheepwash
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Tom Rigby with superb 28lb fish  from Ross AC on 
#6 Bann Special

A photo of a fungal infected fish at Symonds 
Yat 30th April



The month’s catch of 
70, took the river’s 
total to 126. 
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all spinning and Alan Shufflebotham on the fly. Cadora Backs produced its 
first fish late in the month with a fish for owner Maurice Hudson of 14lb 
and one of 11lb to Steve Orledge. Don Macer Wright had several fish from 
his Wyebanks/Courtfield beats. Andrew Llewellyn had a brace of 8 & 10lb 
from Gwent Anglers Wyeastone beat, Lawrence Birkin landed a 11.5lb hen 
fish from Backney on a 0.5” Conehead Helenfossen Special tied by Tony 
Frew of Glasgow and Ian Thorpe had an 11lber on a Posh Tosh tube from 
Golden Mile.
 
The month’s catch of 70, took the river’s total to 126. 

A feature of the latter part of the month was the 
good numbers of smolts being reported, mainly 
in the lower river. Whether more numerous than 

in recent years or whether low water conditions resulted in them dropping downstream 
slower than usual is uncertain. Whatever the reason it is good to see and encouraging for 
future years. 

May
         After a showery start, with strong winds on several days, the weather did improve slightly but it was generally 
an unsettled and cool month throughout, with only a few fine days.

The provisional mean temperature for the month was 0.8 °C below average, with 
maximum temperatures particularly suppressed relative to average, but minima very 
near normal. Rainfall was above average, most especially around Cardiff and in the 
north-west, with 156% of average for Wales overall. Sunshine was rather below aver-
age, especially in the north, with 87% of average for Wales overall.
As we enter May there are signs of a change in the weather, the cold, dry April 
ending with a small rise in levels of about a foot, extending into May and more rain 
forecast, just enough to dislodge some of the weed and algae. Small flushes of water 
continued to provide good conditions and 

there were times where the whole of the river was fishable. 
There was a good run of 2sw fish, probably the best for a number of years, 
together with the odd 3sw in the high teens and twenties. As a result few days 
were lost. Although the lower river below Monmouth was on the high side at 
times, meaning most fish were being caught spinning on the upper river it was 
the fly attracting most catches.  There were fish at for Ian Spalding at Craig Llyn 
below Rhayader, a short fat fresh fish, caught in Ash Tree Pool on a fly fished 
fast, at Llysdinam where Robin and Ben Wood caught one each and Steve 
Grimwood joined in with 4 including a 20lb fish on a Devon Minnow. There 
were fish at Caerwnon and other beats down through The Rocks [4] includ-
ing a 24lber, Builth Wells [2] and Glanwye [4] where both owner Christopher 
Morley and father Stephen took fish.
The Rectory and The Nyth/Tyrcelyn a couple of the usual stopping points for 
running fish finished the month with 10 and 9 respectively. Simon Evans bringing half a dozen to the net at the Rec-
tory to his favourite Bann Shrimp and Tess David, Alfie Pope, Pelham Aldridge Blake and Ryan Densham all contribut-
ing from The Nyth, all on the fly.
Later in the month , Gromain [3] and Spreadeagle [14] landed fish. Spreadeagle was notable for  a 27lbs fly-caught 
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Brian Betts with an 11lb fish from Golden 
Mile

Owner Ian Thorpe with his 11lb fish from 
Golden Mile on a Posh Tosh

Rainfall was above av-
erage, most especially 
around Cardiff and in the 
north-west, with 156% of 
average for Wales overall. 
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fish for Richard Norman and a 24lb fish for David Rance plus a treble of 20, 12 & 10lb for Mike Stirk all these on the 
fly. The section of river from Glasbury to Luggs Mouth contributed 33 fish for month with the majority from Caemawr 
[4] where Cotswold gamekeeper Andrew Holloway had 2 fish on a RS Orange Feeler Fly and owner Wayne Tyler took 
a 10lb hen from Commodores on an Usk Grub, Whitney Court [5] where Mark Eyre netted a 22lb cock fish on a #6 

Glen Tannar and Simon Printer had fish on both fly and Rapala w from beat 4 , 
Winforton [4], Letton Court [6] where Malcolm Edwards scored a with brace on 
Flying C, Ian Spalding returned a 15lber from Monks Hole on a yellow fly and Ross 
Fullerton netted a 15lb fish whilst spinning. Carrots [4] contributed with 3 fish for 
Dave Roberts and Red Lion [2] with fish for Rich Williams and Paul Maulden.

Downstream to Monmouth, 55 fish were landed bringing the season’s total here to 
110. Ingeston was the top beat with 17 [34 for season], Gwyn Slade contributing 6 
and Mick Pritchard 2. The bulk of these Ingeston fish coming on Flying C.  Golden 
Mile/ Sheepwash landed 9 [14 for season] with Dave Palmer landing 2 on the fly 
and Nigel Smith, Andrew Thorpe, Brian Betts amongst other to catch. Ross AA 7 
[12] having a much better season than recent years saw Darren Bell with two fish 
of 14 & 12.5lb to a Gold Bodied Willie Gunn and Tony Shaftain landing a 12lb hen 
fish spinning from The Wall on the Benhall beat, this beat now having 5 fish this 
season. Seven Sisters 4 [9] rod Michael Stempe had three fish for month. 

Needless to say, the majority of the fish 
were taken from below Monmouth (111 
in all) with Wyesham top beat on 53 [68 
for season], remarkably Rufus Ullyet had 
4 fish between 14 & 20lb on the 18th 
having not had a Wye fish since 1988! 
Tim Risedale landed a treble spinning 
on 28th,  owner Mike Timmis booked 4 

and gillies Joe Cobley and Ray Morris shared a dozen. Bigsweir on 27 [49] 
included a pristine fish of 19lb to long time rod Arthur Knight from the Net-
ting Station at Bigsweir on a Cascade. On the 29th Steve Locke landed a 
treble between 8 & 13lb on a Park Shrimp and Peter Hickman a double of 
12 & 20lb whilst spinning. At Cadora Backs 12 [14] owner Maurice Hudson 

was making hay with a four 
timer on 31st spinning on a 
rising river giving him 15 for month [including 4 at Redbrook]. 
Congratulations go to the following for catching their first ever salmon 
this month: Richard Dales (8lb, Tressack & Red Rails); Sean Gammons 
(13lb, Abernant) and Mike Bolt (12lb, Gromain). Also to Mark Lloyd 
and Paul McGuire for their first Wye salmon.

New fish were now coming into the river on every tide and with a 
little rain falling in headwaters the river stayed in good shape for most 
of final weeks of month. Shad were now running into the river, al-
though there was little sigh of the big Sea Lampreys usually seen redd 
making above Boughrood Bridge. 

The month’s catch of 272, the best May salmon catch for 20 years , 
took the season’s total to 398. 
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Steve Dawes with one of his two fish 
from Cadora

11lb fish from Sheepwash on a Willie Gunn 
Tube for Dave Palmer

20lb+ Peter Hickman from Bigsweir.
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June
   After an unsettled start, with rain or showers and strong winds, the 
weather settled down for a time. After another cooler spell with some rain 
or showers, the end of the month was sunny and very warm.

The provisional mean temperature for the month was 0.2 °C below average. 
Rainfall was broadly below normal, with 66% of the long-term average for 
Wales overall. It was quite a sunny month, with 129% of average sunshine.
A lift in water levels on the 1st by the operation of the new regulation 
flows from the Elan Valley, saw fish moving through the catchment in good 
numbers. A good mix of 2sw, grilse and a smattering of high double figure 
fish with the best a 24lb fish to the fly [probably a Bann special] by Simon 
Evans from the Bridge Pool at the Rectory. Numbers continued to be well 
up on last season and nearly 200 fish were reported by mid-month. Anglers 
were fishing in expectation rather than in hope as in recent times. Fish were 
being caught from Llysdinam down with best upper beat being The Nyth/

Tyrcelyn whre Philip Parkinson recorded 5 fish in a day, his best return since 
forming the beat. Lower down Bigsweir had a day of 10 fish and Wyesham 7 
and they along with Coedithyl, Cadora Backs and Redbrook continued to pick 
up fish throughout the month. 

However, as flows dropped away, action became confined to the lowest 
beats and only around 60 were added in the latter weeks, including the first 
grilse of the year. As the month progressed levels dropped and seemingly 
most of the fish went completely of the take and took to considerable and 
continuous aerobatics. In these conditi ons it seemed lady anglers were able 
to attract fish to their fly with Jane Davidson taking a 6lb grilse out of the 
Ferry Pool at The Nyth on an Orange Cone Head, Sue Howells at Glanwye 
landing a 7lb salmon on a #14 Cascade from the tail of The Boils and Tess 
David another 6lb grilse on the fly from The Nyth. Nick Hope took a brace 
from Caerwnon spinning a Kynock Killer and there was a 22lber from Red 

Lion for Derrick Maund on a Shrimp Fly. Several anglers recorded their first fish, Zac Barrett a 10lber from Colemans 
at Wyesham on a Brass Tube Fly, Stan Turner had two from Aramstone, John Chatfield Roberts a 9lb cock from Glan-
wye, John Charles 8lb fish on a Silver Stoat from Vanstone at Goodrich Court and 15 year old James Downes had his 
first, a 12lber on a Bucktail Flying C  from Lower Ballingham. Tom Taylor caught his first salmon, a 10lb fish from Co-
edithel, following it with an 11-pounder later in the day. William Woods caught his first, a 12lb fish up at Newbridge.

Shad have been plentiful but more or less spent by end of month. There were good numbers of Sea Lamphreys 
spawning. Canoe traffic was now building up and many beats were experiencing difficult conditions from both this 
traffic and the hot weather. 

There were five 20lbers at Bigsweir including one for Brian James, John Stannard at Cadora, and a 22lb cock from Ab-
ernant on a Black tube fly. Don Macer Wright had 3 fish from his Wyebanks/Courtfield beats and Edward Davies had 
a five timer whilst spinning Mepps & Flying C’s at Ingeston totalling 71lb. 

Month ended on 269 and 667 for season so far. Top beats were Bigsweir 86 for month [135 for season], Wyesham 
28 [96], Ingeston 15 [49], The Nyth 10 [23], Ross 6 [18]. Coedithyl, the lowest beat on the river recorded 22 [26 for 
season including fish for Keith Jeffries [12lb] and Richard Parrish [11lb]. 
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June fish from Llanthomas owner 
Geoff Maynard.  13lbs on a Cascade.

Steve Locke with 12lbs fish from Bigsweir.
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July
   The month started quite hot, but was otherwise mostly cool, cloudy and changeable with mainly westerly winds, 
and only short-lived fine spells.

The mean temperature was provisionally 0.8 °C below the long-term average. It was wettest in the west with 121% of 
average rainfall for Wales overall. There were 98% of average hours of bright sunshine.
uly had no proper spates except for last few days but did get a couple of 
rises. Catches slowed somewhat after the promising June but the lower river 
continued to pick up fish most days. Weed was prolific on many of the mid-
dle and lower beats, in some cases hindering upstream migration. 
Good numbers of fish remained at Bigsweir although they were often dif-
ficult to entice to the fly or lure. Most fish caught in the lower river were 
good, clean 2sw and they included a reasonable showing of grilse and 
catches included at least one fin clipped fish, probably from the SNR stock-
ing in 2014. Brian James had a four fish day at Bigsweir taking fish of 8,10, 12 
and 14lb to a small fly in Llandogo Run and there were braces for Ed Brown 
& Craig Guy [Bigsweir], Jonathon Graves [Coedithyl, Ray Morris [Wyesham], 
Maurice Hudson [Cadora Bocks] and Nathan Jubb [Upper Bigsweir]. Al-

though plenty of reports of running fish 
catches in middle and upper river beats 
certainly did not reflect this. Many of the residents remaining doggo and beginning 
to colour significantly.  
Mercifully temperatures were not too high during the month and prevented the 
deadly algae bloom which often happens with low water, bright sunshine and high 
water temperatures. Floating weed was often a problem, as was the usual canoe 
traffic. A small lift mid month helped anglers and whilst no very large fish were re-
ported in the month  Ed Brown returned an 18lb fish from Bigsweir. Most fish were 
in the 7 to 10lb bracket with a few doubles mixed in. A little rainfall in the last days 
of the month caused a small spate which helped cool conditions but the catchment 
missed the heavy rain reported elsewhere in the country.  
Quite a few coloured fish were seen running through beats around Erwood but they 
were not taking. This seems to be a similar pattern to recent weeks. 

134 fish were reported for the month. Not surprisingly, the bulk of the fish were 
caught below Monmouth. Bigsweir landed 66 giving them 201 for season, Wyesham 
20 [116 season], Coedithel 6 [32] with Upper Bigsweir [3], Redbrook [5], Cadora 
Backs [5] and Cadora landing the remaining fish mainly on fly. Upriver, the end of 
month spate triggered catches at The Rocks [5] Glanwye (4), Rectory (4), Whitney 

Court [2] and Letton Court (2). Further downstream, Severn Sisters had a couple. So the season’s total to the end of 
July was 801.

August
      August started unsettled with westerly winds and frequent rain or showers. Although there were brief settled 
spells, mostly between the 7th and 18th, the rest of the month continued mostly unsettled, and it was cloudy and 
wet in the south and windy at times, particularly across high ground. Despite some brief warm spells, it was a gener-
ally cool month.

The mean temperature was provisionally 0.6 °C below the long-term average. Wales had 127% 
of average rainfall overall, and 92% of average sunshine. Sunshine and rainfall were close to 
average in the north-west, but it was duller and wetter than average in the east and south.
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Ed Brown with 18lb cock from Bigsweir

Phil Powell with his first Wye salmon. 
8lb from Bigsweir
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August was a difficult month. The previous month’s spate fell gradually over 
the first week and the small patches of rain at the end of the first week 
continued to make little difference. Water from the Irfon causing some dirty 
colouration. As usual in these conditions it was the very bottom beats that 
prospered, again with good stocks of fish, mainly grilse,  reported  holding 
below Bigsweir. Brian James took a terrific brace of 25 & 28lb on an Allys 
Shrimp at Bigsweir. 
On the back of the first spate fish of 7lb and 3.5lb on the fly came to 11 
year old Ben Woods from Llysdinam, a 15lber was taken on a shrimp fly at 
Caermawr by Tiger Williams, his first salmon. Charles Tweedie had a 17lb 
cock from the lower beat at Llangoed on a Cascade and The Nyth/Tyrcelyn 
produced 4 between 8 & 17lb. Nathan Jubb continued his campaign with 
another 4 from Upper Bigsweir, including a 20lb fish from the Cockpit on a 
#12 Usk Grub and owner weighed in with another of 18lb. Late in the month 

Abernant produced a first ever fly caught salmon for George Upex who had a 12lber closely followed by a fish of 20lb. 
These were followed at the same beat a week later by a three timer for Paul Henry that included a super hen fish of 
31lb on a Cascade. There were only 6 fish reported from middle river with Caemawr [2], Ingeston [2], Golden  Mile 
[1] and Goodrich Court at month end. A coarse fisherman also reported a salmon accidently caught on barbel pellets. 
Bigsweir reported Hot and sunny conditions in last days of month with virtually no tide. They, like Coedithyl, reported 
pools stuffed with fish, looking more like a trout pond with all the splashing, but they were stale, coloured and not 
interested. The month closed with a respectable but very dirty 3ft spate.
Only 84 fish were reported for the month. The bulk of the fish were caught below Monmouth [35] and in the upper 
river above Glasbury [43]. Bigsweir landed 24 giving them 225 for season, Wyesham 4 [120 season], The Rocks 4 [12], 
Llysdinam [2], Rhosferig [2], with Abernant, The Nyth, Rectory, Spreadeagle and Upper Bigsweir each taking 5. So the 
season’s total to the end of August was 885.

September
     September started unsettled with north-westerly winds and some rain or showers. There were settled spells be-
tween the 6th and 10th, and again from the 25th to the end of the month, but a more unsettled period in between. 
Despite spells of fine, settled weather with high pressure established, it was a generally cool month.

The mean temperature was provisionally 1.1 °C below the long-term average, provisionally the coolest September 
since 1994. Wales had 64% of average rainfall overall, and 133% of average sunshine. It was provisionally the fourth 
sunniest September in a series from 1929.
Levels dropped away after the bank holiday downpour, weather was pretty benign with no big spates but enough 
water at times to keep fish moving. This gave anglers at the top of the river their first chance of a fish and the section 
from Builth Wells to Glasbury again saw much of the early action.  There were fish for Oliver Birch at Pwll-y-faedda 
a 12lb hen on a #6 Usk Grub, a 14lb fish from Builth Wells [GPIAC] water for Severn rod Tom Rigby, a 4lb Grilse for 
Nick Hope at Caerwnon, a fish for Steve Boswell at Llyn Em, one of three for him on that beat this month, another at 
Spreadeagle for Steve Braithwaite   and 5 fish from Glanwye. There were also fish from Rectory to Adam Tobin and 
Tobin Schwierzi both on Park Shrimps,  a brace at Chapel House for Tom Chamberlain and a fish at Spreadeagle for 
Nigel Smith. Many of these fish as would be expected by now were well coloured with a few grilse, mixing with the 
2sw, in better shape.  

Upper river was still slightly coloured in last week after a small rise. The middle river was quiet with just the odd fish. 
Dave Palmer at Golden Mile, Joe Gooch at Boatside, Hay, Simon Powell and Stuart Smith at Letton Court and Der-
rick Maund landed a fine 20lb hen at Red Lion on a Gledwood Shrimp. There were 4 fish for Ricky Reno at Garnons 
including a 17.5lber on a very small cascade from Stenary Pool, plus another for him from Caemawr, a 15 lb fish from 
Eardisley for Malcolm Hawkes. Don Macer Wright took 5 fish from his Wyebanks/Courtfield beats. 

On the lower river Bigsweir in particular continued to pick up fish and pick of fish from their 
months total of 51 was a brace for Steve Lock on the fly. 
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 Dave Palmer with another Golden Mile fish
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Unnamed angler reported his friend catching ‘a lovely silver fish on trotted prawn today from Hereford’. Seems he 
had not read his EA byelaws very thoroughly.
At times during the month the upper middle river ran very dark with a lot of peat stained water from the Irfon, there 
were also some small releases from Elan Valley. 

Leading beats for month included Bigsweir 51 [276 for season so far], Glanwye 13 [25] and Wyesham 12 [132], 
Goodrich Court 5 [18], Ingeston 5 [57], Garnons 5 [10], Rectory 5 [28] and Upper Bigsweir 5 [18].  Some of Upper 
Bigsweir’s were absolutely fresh, silver fish (as were Bigsweir’s) but they seemed to travel no further upstream. Again 
Nathan Jubb caught the bulk of these from Little Run including fish of 14, 10 & 10lb and Stuart Robb & Bill Grossett 
took fish from the same beat all taken on cascades and orange temple dogs, hitched or otherwise.  
Best fish of month was 23lbs taken by Chris Morley from Pot Hole Stream at his Glanwye beat, one of two this month 
for him. 

Total for month was 144 with 1029 for season 408 of which have come from 2 beats [Bigsweir and Wyesham].

October
       October began dry and settled with high pressure in charge, and variable amounts of cloud. With just a brief in-
terruption from the 5th to the 7th, the weather remained mostly dry and settled until the 20th, with sunny spells but 
some overnight fog. From the 21st onwards the weather was mild and changeable with mainly south-westerly winds.

The mean temperature for October was provisionally 0.3 °C above the long-term average. Rainfall was 45% of aver-
age, provisionally the driest October since 2007. Wales had 101% of average sunshine, while sunshine totals were 
generally above normal in the south but below normal in the north-east.
Brief but very heavy rain in middle of first week had a little effect. A  small rise resulting from some showers over-
night but the threat of any real rain is receded for a while at least. Lower river beats taking fish with Steve Boswell  
landing fish of 5,11,12 lbs on a fly at Wyesham and fish for Steve Locke, Ian Winstone, Peter Hickman and Steve Brady 
at Bigsweir. Nathan Jubb reported a 15lb cock fish at Upper Bigsweir from Little Run on a Willie Gunn variant, Ricky 
Reno returned an 18lber from Rapids Pool at Redbrook and Tiger Williams a fine 19lb fish from Bakers at Cadora 
Backs. Ricky also had a 19lb coloured cock fish at Caemawr.

The Nyth produced a 14lb hen fish for Chris Price, a 10lb fish for Ray 
Oakley at Eardisley on a thunder and lightning, Caradoc saw a 10lbs 
cock salmon landed Julian Gronow on a home  made #12 silver and 
yellow fly and Coedithel an 18lb hen fish to a syndicate rod from the 
weir pool on #10 Bann shrimp. 

At Upper Bigsweir Nathan Jubb continued his run of fish with a  fresh 
but slightly coloured 15lbs fish taken from Little Run. This fish was 
fin clipped, the 4th 2sw fin clipped fish reported this season. These 
plus a 2sw kelt reported earlier in the season are likely to be from our 
first two years SNR pilot ponds. Nathan also had 4 other fish from the 
same beat during the month.

There were fish at Wyesham, a 12lber for owner Mike Timmis on a Sunray, a 7lber from Viaduct for Sandie Moore 
plus 3 for gillie Joe Cobley and at Cadora Backs the was a 19 1/2lbs fish for Michael Williams and 2 more to Maurice 
Hudson of 9lbs and 16lbs. Both were coloured but in very good condition.

An evening session for Tony Perrin at Whitney Court netted 2 grilse of  6lb and 7lb, both fell for a yellow and black fly. 
Caradoc produced 2 fish a 7lber for Roger Smithson on a silver Ally’s and 9lb for Roger Brown on 
a stoat’s tail.  There was a 10lb fish for Christopher Morley at Spreadeagle, a 11lb fish for Rich-
ard Woodhouse on a #6 Usk Grub and a not too coloured hen for James Bainbridge at Glanwye.
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Fin clipped 15lb fish from Upper Bigsweir for Nathan 
Jubb
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Fish reported from Letton, Eardisley, Whitney and Caemawr but bed of river, particularly at Whitney Court was black. 
Water quality was also poor and  although less than a foot of water on the visibility was virtually nil. The river was 
full of “suspended matter.” Next day the river has dropped and cleared to a certain extent but if you wade out great 

clouds of filth rise from the bottom. The problem appeared to revolve 
around a torrential storm around mid day on Tuesday when the heav-
ens opened and dumped a high volume of water very quickly on the 
Hay on Wye area.   The result saw raw sewage entering the river pre-
sumably because the local sewage works was overloaded with water. 
Dwr Cymru/Welsh Water are allowed, perfectly legally, to discharge it 
to the local watercourse whilst attempting to remove the solids. Mostly 
it goes unnoticed as general rainfall results in a spate and the resultant 
discharges are unseen and usually sufficiently diluted. However in times 
of low flow a local thunderstorm, as happened in this case can result 
in large volumes of untreated sewage entering the watercourse which 
may be at low summer level.

The river has dropped and cleared considerably but there was still plenty of gunge on the bottom. A few fish being 
caught as the last week of the season arrived at various locations from below Builth to the tide many of them old 
springers now back on the take perhaps for the second 
time this year. Notable amongst those were a 22lbs fish 
from Rectory on an Usk Grub, a coloured 16lb hen to 
David Holme from Lady Alexandra’s Catch on a Cascade 
at Abernant, Brian Szukala landed a 9lbs coloured cock 
fish on a black shrimp and Stuart Smith a 12lb cock on a 
Red Allys at Whitney Court and at The Nyth there was a 
19lb cock fish from the Ferry Pool and 18lb fish from Nev-
er Say Die to Alfred Pope plus an 8lb cock fish to Richard 
Elias and a 12lb fish to John West from the same beat.

As season came to a close there was a report of 4 fish for Bert Williams at Builth Wells [GPIAC]Boatside: 14lb fish for 
Ray Oakley, Letton Court gave Ian Spalding a brace of10lb and 17lb, Spread-
eagle saw 80 years Paul Craven-Smith land fish of 8 and 9lbs and a 10lber 
from Adams for Alistair Thompson. At Rhosferig the were 3 fish for Bill 
Baxter.

Beats in the middle river were taking and Goodrich Court [6] was the pick, 
whilst on the lower river Coedithyl, Wyesham and Bigsweir continued to 
score.
At Bigsweir on closing day the river very low but there were lots of fish 
showing, a good amount of fresh ones amongst them. Congratulations to 
Martyn Wright for three fish taking the beats total for the season to 300.  A 
great result for Bigsweir sign off the season. Their season total of 301 make 

them the leading beat and is their highest season total for some 20 years. River total at 1158 is second highest in last 
10 years. 

Final reported fish of season was a 12lber to Shaun Watkins from Dolgau on the 17th.

As for the river, has it finally turned the corner after the crash in the 1990s? This year’s catch to date has taken the 5 
year average above 1000 fish for the first time since 1999 and is almost double the 5 year average low of 542 (2003). 
We are also seeing more consistency with totals over 1000 in 3 of the last 4 years. Lets all hope 
this improvement continues and accelerates.
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As the season ends it is with very great sadness we report the loss two great characters.

Norman Owen, long time ghillie , shop proprietor, friend to many sadly lost his battle with leukemia, which through-
out its duration he bore with great dignity. Norman, one of the longest, most respected serving gillies on the Wye 
was well known to many long timw salmon anglers. He was a gentleman in all respects and a great supporter of 
RWGA, hardly ever missing a meeting even throughout his illness. His knowledge of the lower river particularly was 
unsurpassed and he probably saw as many Wye salmon landed as anyone on the river today. He was an expert rod 
builder and smoked a prodigious number of salmon for his many friends alomg the valley. He will be sadly missed by 
his friends and all who new him.

Gilbert Frezel, passed away aged 85 on September 11th after a seven year battle with cancer.  In his early years the 
proprietor of a successful car body repair shop in Hereford, whilst at the same time running a fishing tackle shop in 
the city.
He was a very active member of Hereford & DAA, serving on the committee, managing the work parties and catch-
ing a huge number of salmon. In one season taking 57 fish to his own rod. Gillie at the Carrots for 15 years and Luggs 
Mouth and for another 20 years Gilbert was a fiercely competitive character. When the Queen visited Hereford in 
1957 he guaranteed to provide a freshly caught Wye salmon for the royal table. Needless to say, he did not let HRH 
down.
He saw and caught more Wye salmon that most of us will ever see again and another of the rivers real characters has 
left us.

My apologies for any plagiarism detected.
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All the best from the Wye Salmon Association. 

Stuart Smith - Editor
Peter Chilton - Design and Production

Special Thanks to Geoff Franks

You can subscribe to WSA at http://www.wyesalmon.com/join%20us.html ,

please join us and help support our aims.

 http://www.wyesalmon.com/join%20us.html ,

